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A Conceptual Modeling of Meme Complexes
in Stochastic Search

Xianshun Chen and Yew Soon Ong

Abstract—In science, gene provides the instruction for making
proteins, while meme is the sociocultural equivalent of a gene con-
taining instructions for carrying out behavior. Taking inspiration
from nature, we model the memeplex in search as instructions that
specify the coadapted meme complexes of individuals in their life-
time. In particular, this paper presents a study on the conceptual
modeling of meme complexes or memeplexes for more effective
problem solving in the context of modern stochastic optimization.
The memeplex representation, credit assignment criteria for meme
coadaptation, and the role of emergent memeplexes in the lifetime
learning process of a memetic algorithm in search are presented. A
coadapted memetic algorithm that takes the proposed conceptual
modeling of memeplexes into actions to solve capacitated vehicle
routing problems (CVRPs) of diverse characteristics is then de-
signed. Results showed that adaptive memeplexes provide a means
of creating highly robust, self-configuring, and scalable algorithms,
thus generating improved or competitive results when benchmark-
ing against several existing adaptive or human-designed state-of-
the-art memetic algorithms and metaheuristics, on a plethora of
CVRP sets considered.

Index Terms—Adaptive memetic algorithms, meme coopera-
tion, memeplex, memetic algorithm (MA), search neighborhood
structure, vehicle routing problems (VRPs).

I. INTRODUCTION

IN the recent decade, the underlying potential of memes with
its causal effects on learning and its ability to propagate and

evolve has sparked inspiration among researchers in the field of
computational intelligence [1]. In memetic computation (MC),
multifacet forms of a meme have been investigated and modeled
in different lights [2]. Meme, for instance, has been perceived as
“portion of an organism’s neurally stored information” [3] that
manifests into a distinct memorable unit in the mental state of an
agent [4]. In addition, memes are also modeled as “constellation
of activated neuronal synapses” [5] or “hierarchically arranged
components of semantic memory” [6] imprinted in the brain
of an autonomous agent. Inspired by the inherent nature of
memes in wanting to propagate and evolve, Brodie [7], on the
other hand, has perceived memes as “contagious information
pattern that replicates by parasitically infecting human minds,”
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while Durham [8] portrayed a broader notion of memes as “any
kind, amount, and configuration of information in culture that
shows both variation and coherent transmission.” In the context
of computational intelligence, MC, thus, defines a paradigm
that uses the notion of meme(s) as units of information, i.e., the
building blocks, encoded in computational representations for
the purpose of enhanced problem solving [1], [2].

Memetic Algorithm (MA) represents a notable interest of MC
that is widely established as a methodology that addresses the
synergy of population-based approaches with separate lifetime
learning process [9]–[11], where the latter is commonly referred
to as a meme [12]–[15]. In particular, MAs are inspired by
Neo-Darwinian principles of natural evolution and Dawkins’
notion of a meme defined as a unit of cultural evolution that
is capable of refinement. Recent studies on MAs have shown
that they can converge to high-quality solutions more efficiently
than their conventional counterparts on a wide range of domains
covering problems in discrete [16]–[18], continuous [19]–[21],
dynamic [22]–[24], and multiobjective optimizations [25]–[27],
including embodied intelligence and evolution [28]–[30], etc.

In recent years, a significant number of dedicated MAs have
been specially crafted to solve domain-specific problems effec-
tively. While it is now well established that the incorporation or
embedding of knowledge about the underlying problem within
the search algorithms is beneficial for improving search perfor-
mance [31]–[33], the current human-intensive process may not
be the most productive practice. As opposed to the designing of
a dedicated MA whenever a new problem arises, researchers are
now moving toward robust self-configuring search methodology
that is capable of learning and adapting to the given problem
of interest while the search progresses online [1]. In essence,
adaptation on the parameters and operators represents one of
the key issues of the present day evolutionary search in compu-
tational intelligence. In evolutionary optimization research, for
instance, some of the core issues of MA design considered by
researchers involved adapting 1) the degree of lifetime learning
versus population-based search [14], 2) subset of the population
to undergo lifetime learning [34], 3) the amount of computa-
tional or time budget allocated for lifetime learning [14], and
last but not least 4) the type of meme(s) considered in lifetime
learning [13].

In MA search, a meme has generally manifested in the form
of a local search solver to enhance the search intensity of
population-based search algorithms. Meme adaptation in MA
including meta-Lamarckian learning [12], simple inheritance
mechanism [35], cost-benefit-based adaptation scheme [36],
self-generating MAs [37], etc., represents one of the core de-
sign issues of MA that has garnered increasing attention in the
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recent years, since the influence of meme was shown extensively
to have a major impact on search performance [13]. Particularly,
studies have demonstrated that the search performance obtained
by MAs may not be better than that obtained by the traditional
EA alone when prior knowledge on suitable problem-specific
meme is not well exploited. The adaptation can be achieved
based on feedback information obtained along the search such
as population diversity [10], [38], or other search performance
metrics [39], [40]. In this paper, our interest is on adapting the
type of meme(s) to employ for lifetime learning. It is worth
noting that every lifetime learning scheme or heuristic, except
for uniform random search, introduces some kind of bias in
the search. In discrete combinatorial search, different lifetime
learning schemes have different biases and induce a unique topo-
logical move or neighborhood structure in the search space. It
is these biases that make a lifetime learning scheme effective
for discovery of the global optimum. However, while inducing
bias in the search does generate more effective lifetime learn-
ing on certain problems, it can also lead to deteriorating search
performance on problems where the incorporated bias does not
fit in well, thus leading to the loss in the generality of the algo-
rithm across diverse problems. Meme adaptation as discussed
can, thus, serve to alleviate this challenge to a certain extent by
adaptively selecting different lifetime learning schemes along
the search.

Moving back to basics, it is worth noting that in science, gene
provides the instruction for making proteins, while meme is the
sociocultural equivalent of a gene containing instructions for
carrying out behavior. To induce more flexible lifetime learning
of neighborhoods, our interest in this paper is to raise aspirations
and introduce a structural form of memetic existence, i.e., coad-
apted meme complexes or memeplexes, in the lifetime learning
phase of MA, where few studies or none has considered to date.
A memeplex is essentially a coadapted stable set of mutually as-
sisting memes [41] that work together to achieve more than what
each meme could accomplish alone [42], [43]. In this paper, we
focus on the concept of memeplex as a self-consistent paradigm
for problem solving whereby memes engage in collective learn-
ing and actions that eventually bring higher efficacy to stochastic
search. Represented in the neural wiring structure or so-called
memetic network, a memeplex takes the form of a distributed
and dynamically evolving network with memes complementing
one another on the search. Each meme, thus, assumes a func-
tional status in the network spatial conformations that induces a
unique learning bias and search neighborhood structure.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II be-
gins with the introduction of memeplexes, and the proposed
neural wiring structure is described in Sections II and III. The
design of suitable credit assignment criteria to facilitate the
emergence of highly cooperative memes in the memeplex for
lifetime learning is discussed in Section III-B. The generation
of memeplexes within modern stochastic search is then detailed
in Section III-C. Section IV then presents a brief review of
the capacitated vehicle routing problems (CVRPs), which is
the example problem domain showcased in this paper. Subse-
quently, a coadapted memetic algorithm (CAMA) that takes
the proposed conceptual modeling of memeplexes into action

to solve CVRPs is then described. In Section V, the empirical
assessment of CAMA against several existing state-of-the-art
adaptive or human-designed MAs and metaheuristics, on sev-
eral CVRP benchmark sets, is considered. Empirical results ob-
tained showed that coadapted meme complexes provide a means
of creating highly robust and scalable algorithms by generating
improved or at least competitive search performances over ex-
isting state-of-the-art approaches. Finally, Section VI ends with
a brief conclusion of the present research.

II. MEMEPLEX IN MEMETIC COMPUTATION

Scientists in the field of memetics have argued that memes do
not work alone, but bundle themselves in so-called meme com-
plexes or memeplexes, so as to work more effectively [41]–[43].
In science, a memeplex represents an ideology or belief system,
e.g., religion, that exists in the mental state of an individual
during its lifetime. Structurally, a memeplex is a coadapted sta-
ble set of mutually assisting memes [41] and can arise in the
meme pool of seemingly unconnected memes [43]. Within a
memeplex, memes interact to reinforce each other, forming a
structure of memetic stability, with each meme being supported
and promoted by the other memes in the memeplex.

In stochastic search, the concept of a memeplex creates a
self-consistent paradigm whereby memes self-organize and en-
gage in collective learning and action that will eventually give
higher efficacy to lifetime learning process. In a search algo-
rithm, memeplexes are essentially sets of instructions or memes
that carry out the search behaviors or moves in the lifetime learn-
ing. Having several memes that coadapt with each other, the
memeplex forges a diverse and integrated memetic ecosystem
because each meme can take on a specific role such as inducing
a unique learning bias and search neighborhood structure, with
memes complementing one another on the search. This section
presents our representation of memeplexes in search, the credit
assignment criteria for coadapting memes, and the role of coad-
apted meme complexes in the lifetime learning process of an
MA.

A. Memeplex Representation

In our study, a memeplex is perceived in the form of a neural
wiring structure housed within the agent’s brain that controls
the agent’s behavior in the lifetime, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Symbolically, a memeplex Mı associated with solution sı can
be built from the meme terminal set. The representation of a
memeplex M is defined as a group of memes, i.e., {mk}LM .

The memes that form a memeplex M are taken from the
meme terminal set. Each meme mk encodes the unit of instruc-
tion to perform local refinement during the lifetime learning pro-
cess. In general, a meme mk is defined by the meme tuple mk =
(< Ti >,< Acceptance Strategy >,< Optional Depth >). Ti

denotes the move operator of the search neighborhood, <
Acceptance Strategy > denotes the acceptance strategy of the
local refinement, while < Optional Depth > denotes the search
intensity of mk during local refinement.

During the lifetime learning process, a memeplex M im-
proves a solution s by iteratively mobilizing the memes it
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Fig. 1. Memeplex in its neural wiring structure.

encodes to conduct local refinement on s. The activation of
meme mj ∈ M at any given time instance is, thus, tightly cou-
pled with the preceding mobilized meme mi ∈ M, which has
a connectivity weight denoted by wij . In M, each two memes
mi,mj ∈ M are wired to each other with some connectivity
weights wij and wji . The neural wiring structure of M, which
is also known as, memetic network of M is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The memetic network topology of M can, thus, be repre-
sented as a fully connected directed graph, with the set of memes
as the vertex set, and a set of directed edges {�eij} indicating
the associations or synergies between memes mj and mi . The
memetic network can be represented using a matrix WM, which
is given by

WM =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

w11 w12 · · · w1L

w21 w22 · · · w2L
...

...
. . .

...
wL1 wL2 · · · wLL

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (1)

where wij refers to the connectivity (or synergy) from meme mi

to mj and defines the degree to which mi’s activation favors the
subsequent activation of mj . wii denotes the individual fitness
level of meme mi . The network topology of M as modeled by
WM is essentially a dynamic and distributed complex network
woven in memetic connection patterns. To simplify the symbol
wii , we denote it as wi in the writing. Fig. 1 illustrates the
network topology that shows parts of the connectivity.

B. Meme Coadaptation

The memeplex representation allows memes within the net-
work topology to draw their functional status from their spatial
arrangement, by interacting together to achieve advance lifetime
learning capabilities. The nonlinear memetic interaction within
forges a neural wiring pattern that produces unique combined
effects during the lifetime learning process. The interaction of
one meme’s activation with that of its immediate surround-
ing meme in the memetic network triggers a complex chain
of responses leading to some higher order behavior. As a re-
sult, the emergent memeplex is unlike its component memes,
insofar, as it has a distinctive effect on lifetime learning that can-

not be reduced to their sum or their difference [44], [45]. The
number of interactions between memes in a memetic network
increases combinatorially with the number of memes, thus po-
tentially allowing for many new and subtle types of behavior to
emerge.

The arising novel and coherent structures, patterns, and prop-
erties of the emergent memeplexes must be codetermined by
the problem context and the lifetime learning interactions be-
tween memeplexes [46]. Further, the emergence of meme-
plexes presupposes that the recurrent and persistent patterns
of memetic activity can arise out of a multiplicity of relatively
simple memetic interactions. As a process designed to fulfill
these requirements, memetic evolution provides us with a cog-
nitive model for the growth of powerful memeplexes. During
the memetic evolution, memes are filtered out of the meme pool
and get connected somehow, based on the selection pressure
established in the problem context and the memeplex patterns
of accumulating change observed from the causal interaction
between memes in the lifetime learning. In this process, the
memeplex matrix becomes the vehicle for memeplex propaga-
tions, turning the memetic network into a distributed and dy-
namically evolving network capable of adapting to the problem
context. The emergence of memeplexes is commonly identified
by the resultant memetic stability uncovered for the coadapted
memes [47]. This is, in turn, determined by the fitness of the
elementary memes and the synergies among them in the stabi-
lized memetic network. In the next section, these processes and
properties are discussed in greater detail.

III. ROLE OF MEMEPLEX IN LIFETIME LEARNING FOR SEARCH

Modern stochastic searches such as MAs deploy stochastic
reproduction operators (e.g., recombination operators in MAs)
to generate one or more solutions, which are then subject to local
refinement during lifetime learning. The role of a memeplex
candidate M in the lifetime learning is to dynamically select
and activate appropriate memes within the memetic network
for the refinement of the solution s produced in the stochastic
search.

The activity of a memeplex candidate M during a lifetime
learning process, also known as M’s life cycle, is a series of
memetic activations that iterate in complex nonlinear patterns,
with each interaction mobilizing a meme to refine solution s.
At each iteration within M’s life cycle, a meme mj is activated
with probability Pactivate(mj ) as given by

Pactivate(mj ) =
wij∑L

μ=1 wiμ

(2)

where i is the index of the meme activated in the previous it-
eration, wii denotes the fitness of meme mi , and wiμ denotes
the memetic synergy from mi to mμ . When activated, mj in-
duces its learning bias and search neighborhood structure, such
as move operator and move acceptance criteria, to refine solu-
tion s. During the lifetime learning process, search performance
of the memeplex is recorded and used to adjust each individ-
ual meme’s fitness as well as the memetic synergy between
memes. This processed feedback is then assimilated in credit
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assignment to individual meme fitness and memetic synergy via
connectivity adjustment to WM, thus allowing individual meme
fitness and memetic synergy to synchronize with the changing
state of the search. The detailed steps to synchronize the individ-
ual meme fitness and memetic synergy, as well as the memeplex
network adaptation, with the changing state of a search, are next
described in what follows.

A. Credit Assignment for Individual Memes

The fitness of individual meme mi is represented by wi , where
wi denotes the expected performance of mi if it is activated. As
memes get mobilized for solution improvement during the life
cycle of memeplex candidate M, the lifetime learning process
monitors, interprets, and assimilates the harvested performance
information from each instance of meme mobilization that led to
the attained performance. Each time upon activating meme mi ∈
M, an immediate reward ri is computed from the mobilization
and the fitness of mi is subsequently updated as in [12] with

wi = γwi + ri (3)

= γwi +
ΔCi

ΔTi
(4)

where ΔCi and ΔTi denote the operational gain and computa-
tional cost associated with the functional activity performed
by mi , and 0 < γ < 1 is the discount factor of wi . In (3),
the discount factor γ reflects the influence of a meme’s recent
performance.

B. Credit Assignment for Coadapted Memes

The memetic synergy is defined between any two memes mi

and mj , and is represented by wij and wji , where wij denotes
the degree to which mi’s mobilization favors mj ’s activation.
The modeling of memetic synergy is crucial since emergent or-
der cannot arise if the coexisting memes of a memeplex do not
interact. Memetic synergy measures the preferences of one type
of interaction over another. Through memetic synergy, memes
become “acquainted” with each other and socialize in the in-
teraction space, thus clarifying the role of and lines of com-
munications between memes and their integration in a memetic
network topology that is optimally harnessed and coordinated.

To learn the memetic synergy, a memeplex candidate M is
decoded by retracing the memetic activation profile from M’s
network topology. Subsequently, the memetic synergy between
pairs of memes (mk,mk+1) is updated [48], as given by

wk(k+1) = wk(k+1) +
R

LM
, k = 1, . . . , LM − 1 (5)

= wk(k+1) +
ΔCM

LM ∗ ΔTM
(6)

where R = ΔCM
ΔTM

denotes the delayed reward to the memes
in M obtained after M completes its local refinement on the
solution. ΔCM and ΔTM are the overall operational gain and
computational cost of M, respectively. ΔCM is measured by
the fitness improvement before and after local refinement on

Fig. 2. Credit assignment for coadapted memes as M undergoes a series of
memetic activation.

the solution. ΔTM is measured by the number of local refine-
ment steps made by M to reach the improved solution. LM is
the number of memes in M. Fig. 2 depicts the credit assign-
ment to the individual meme fitness and memetic synergy as M
undergoes a series of memetic activation during its life cycle.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the life cycle of a memeplex candidate
M is a multiplicity of simple interactions between the connec-
tivity adjustments for credit assignment processes described by
(3) and (5), and the nonlinear interaction process of memetic
activation described by (2). This memetic interaction energetics
that permeate memetic network in lifetime learning for search is
driven by the dynamics of the connectivity adjustments within
WM as triggered by memetic activations and propagating along
the directed edges of the memetic network. The result of this
process interplay is that stable patterns of memetic connections
within WM begin to emerge, allowing the gradual evolution
of compatible memes that self-organize into memetic network
topologies that exhibit memetic stabilities. Thus, the discovery
of memetic network topologies in the form of recurrent and per-
sistent neural wiring patterns of memeplexes gives rise to new
memetic networks that are synchronized with the changing state
of the search.

C. Emergence of Memeplexes

The individual meme fitness and memetic synergy denote a
form of knowledge acquired during the life cycles of previous
instances of memeplex candidates, which is, subsequently, em-
ployed to adaptively generate new memeplex candidate for the
future state of search. When a generated memeplex candidateM
delivers great improvement on a solution, connectivity adjust-
ments within WM lead to reinforcement in pattern of memetic
interaction. On the contrary, when M does not produce desired
behavior, implying that the memes that make up M are nonfa-
vorable, connectivity adjustments within WM then lead to the
dissolution of M. This process stretches across generations of
memeplexes, as well as populations of stochastic solutions, and
efficiently converts the revealed potential of individual memes
and memetic synergies into an increasingly coherent meme-
plex of efficacy that is properly aligned with the structure of
the solution population throughout the changing state of search.
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Algorithm 1 illustrates the strategy to generate a memeplex
candidate M.

The adaptive memeplex generation process is described in
what follows. First, a “seed” meme m1 is filtered out of the
meme pool, with probability Pselect(m1) as given by

Pselect(m1) =
w1∑|A|

μ=1 wμ

(7)

where wμ denotes the fitness of meme μ, and A denotes the set
of unselected memes. From (7), it is worth noting that meme
with higher fitness is given higher probability of being chosen
as the seed. Once selected, the seed meme m1 will then “germi-
nate” and grow into a memeplex candidate M, which harnesses
and integrates a cognitive territory glued together based on indi-
vidual meme fitness and memetic synergy at the current search
state. This cognitive territory is defined such that any subsequent
meme mk that is to be included in M is chosen from A, with
probability Pselect(mk ) defined by

Pselect(mk ) =
[wk ]α [w(k−1)k ]β∑

μ∈A[wμ ]α [w(k−1)μ ]β
(8)

where wμ denotes the fitness of meme μ, and w(k−1)μ denotes
the memetic connectivity from mk−1 to mμ , i.e., how much
mobilization of mk−1 favors the activation of mμ . α and β are
the parameters that control the relative weight of individual
meme fitness and memetic synergy, respectively. Equation (8)
indicates that a meme is selected to form the memeplex based
not only on their individual performance, but also on how well
they synergize with others. As a result, (8) prescribes that any
subsequent candidate meme mk for inclusion must have high
fitness, as well as strong synergy with the mobilized meme
mk−1 .

To balance between population-based search and lifetime
learning in MA, a cognitive boundary LM is enforced to limit the
size of elementary memes that compose the memeplex candi-
date. This boundary is controlled through a simulated-annealing
(SA)-like rejection mechanism. For the candidate meme mk

obtained from (8), the candidate meme will be added to M with

probability Paccept(mk ) defined as

Paccept(mk ) =

{
1, wk > wk−1

exp(− (wk −1 −wk )
T ), otherwise

(9)

where T = 1
k−1 . By (9), mk will be added toM if it has a higher

fitness than mk−1 . Otherwise, a probability based on the fitness
difference (wk−1 − wk ) and T is considered for the inclusion
of mk into M. When the size of candidate memeplex is small,
T will be sufficiently large, thus allowing diverse memes, i.e.,
even memes with lower fitness to possess some chance of partic-
ipating in the memeplex. In this case, the lower meme fitness is
compensated by its strong synergy exhibited in the previous step
of (8). As the set of elementary memes increases, T decreases,
imposing the constraint of mainly highly qualified candidate
memes to be added into the memeplex. When a selected candi-
date meme mk fails to be included in M, the scheme terminates
and the current M is returned as the memeplex instance. Equa-
tion (9) enforces that if a meme in A is to be added to M, its
fitness must be justified for the additional computational cycles
spent for their mobilization during the life cycle of M.

In the next section, we present a study on the proposed concept
of memeplex for effective problem solving. In particular, the role
of emergent memeplexes in the lifetime learning process of an
MA, which is labeled here as the CAMA, is investigated to solve
the class of CVRP.

IV. COADAPTED MEMETIC ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING

CAPACITATED VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEMS

The vehicle routing problem (VRP) represents the corner-
stone of optimization distribution networks. In VRP, a set of
N customers {e1 , e2 , . . . , el , . . . , eN } is to be serviced by a
fleet of K vehicles {v1 , v2 , . . . , vi , . . . , vK }. Each customer
has demand(el) that must be serviced by vehicle vi . Each ve-
hicle vi has a finite capacity denoted as Cv and travels a route
τi = {ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aij , . . . , aim}, passing through the central
depot e0 , with aij representing the jth customer visited by vi .
In addition, each vehicle may travel a maximum allowable dis-
tance of Lmax . The objective of the VRP is to find the optimal
routing solution s = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τi , . . . , τK }, which minimizes
the overall distance traveled by all vehicles, under the strict con-
straints that each customer is serviced exactly once by a single
vehicle, and the total demands of all customers serviced by any
vehicle vi do not exceed vehicle capacity Cv . VRP is considered
as one of the most difficult problems due to its complex combi-
natorial nature; it is the fusion of two NP-hard problems, namely
the traveling salesman problem (TSP) and the bin packing prob-
lem. For VRP instances with few nodes, the branch and bound
method is deemed to be effective and known to provide the best
solutions to date [49], [50]. However, exact methods, such as
branch and bound, are not viable for large-scale VRP [51]. As
a result, most researchers have turned to metaheuristics to solve
real-world VRPs. The drawback is that generic metaheuristics
do not guarantee convergence to global optimum [52], [53].
Genetic algorithms [54]–[57], SA [58]–[60], and tabu search
(TS) [58], [61] represent some of the popular metaheuristics
algorithms that have been developed to handle real-life VRPs,
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Fig. 3. Multiroute VRP solution representation.

with reasonably high degree of success. For MAs on VRP,
Pereira et al. [62] proposed a genetic vehicle representation
(GVR) with each individual solution composing of dynamic,
variable-length integer vectors, where each vector defines the
route of a vehicle. Prins [63] proposed an MA that uses spe-
cialized splitting procedure to transform TSP-like chromosome
into respective VRP solution representation. Kubiak [64] de-
fined some distance metrics for VRP and introduced a number
of distance-preserving recombination operators based on fitness
landscape analysis, while Berger and Barkaoui [65] introduced
a coevolutionary MA to minimize the total traveled distance.

A. Problem Formulation

Here, we begin with a description of the multiroute VRP so-
lution representation [62] and problem formulation. The genetic
population P (t) at generation t consists of a set of M candidate
solutions

P (t) = {s1 , s2 , . . . , si , . . . , sM }. (10)

Solution s ∈ P (t) defines a set of K routes

s = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τi , . . . , τK } (11)

where τi denotes the route visited by vehicle vi , and K is the
number of vehicles in s.

Route τi defines an ordered set of customers

τi = {ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aij , . . . , aim} (12)

where aij of route τi denotes the jth customer visited, and m is
the number of customers visited by vehicle vi .

The inclusion of depot e0 is enforced in each route τi (i.e.,
e0 = aij ,∃aij ∈ τi). Hence, every route τi forms a closed TSP
circuit. Fig. 3(a) illustrates an example of the VRP, and the re-
spective multiroute solution representation is given in Fig. 3(b).
Route τ1 = {e7 , e11 , e0 , e2 , e5} in Fig. 3(b) denotes the closed
circuit e0 → e2 → e5 → e7 → e11 → e0 visitation route of
vehicle v1 .

The distance traveled by vehicle vi is denoted here as L(τi)
and is given by

L(τi) =
m−1∑
j=1

d(aij , ai(j+1)) + d(ai1 , aim ) (13)

where d(aij , ai(j+1)) represents the symmetric distance be-
tween two consecutive customers aij and ai(j+1) .

On the other hand, the total demand serviced by vehicle vi is
denoted as D(τi) and is given by

D(τi) =
m∑

j=1

demand(aij ) (14)

where demand(aij ) corresponds to the demand of customer aij .
The objective of the VRP is to minimize the overall distance

C(s) traveled by all K vehicles and is defined as

C(s) =
K∑

i=1

L(τi) (15)

=
K∑

i=1

[
m−1∑
j=1

d(aij , ai(j+1)) + d(ai1 , aim )] (16)

subjected to constraints

L(τi) ≤ Lmax∀τi ∈ s

D(τi) ≤ Cv∀τi ∈ s (17)

where Lmax is the maximum allowable distance traveled by
each vehicle, and Cv is the capacity of each vehicle.

B. Genetic Reproduction Operators for Vehicle
Routing Problem

In this section, we briefly discuss the evolutionary operators
as described in [66] to solve the VRPs. In crossover, a child
solution sc is generated from partial routes of two selected parent
solutions si, sj ∈ P (t). In particular, taking the depot node e0 as
the axis center, a bisecting axis ψ of random angle θ is generated
to slice the VRP graph into two separate subgraphs containing
nonempty customers, i.e., H+ and H−, and the child solution
sc is a fusion of partial routes H+ in si and H− in sj .

The mutation operator is performed by one of the four muta-
tion heuristics, namely, swap, inversion, insertion, and displace-
ment, through random selection, which is purely stochastic in
nature. Hence, each heuristic shares equal probability of being
chosen for the mutation of sc [66].

Since the evolutionary operators discussed thus far may lead
to infeasible solutions, the SplitRepair procedure as introduced
in [66] is used to revive any infeasible solution generated.

C. Memeplex Representation for Vehicle Routing Problem

In the problems of vehicle routing, we define the repre-
sentation of a memeplex M as a group {mk}LM of memes.
These memes that form M are taken from the meme termi-
nal, and each meme mk is defined by the meme tuple mk =
(< Ti >,< Acceptance Strategy >,< Optional Depth >). Ti

denotes the move operator of the search neighborhood, and
< Acceptance Strategy > denotes the acceptance strategy of
the local refinement. The < Optional Depth > denotes the
search intensity of mk during local refinement. Each two memes
mi,mj ∈ M are wired to each other via memetic connectivities
wij , wji .
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Fig. 4. Move Operators: T1 , T2 , and T3 .

For the VRPs, we define six move operators
{T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 , T5 , and T6}, respectively, as depicted in
Figs. 4 and 5. Move operators T1 , T2 , and T3 are clustering
procedures to reassign customers between routes so as to reduce
the overall traveled distance. T4 denotes a move operator that
reduces the total number of routes in the current solution by
route merging. Move operators T5 and T6 , on the other hand,
serve to reduce the length of a route in the current solution by
reassigning the visiting order of customers in the route. In what
follows, each of the move operators is briefly detailed.
T1 : Customer τkj of route τk ∈ s is removed and reinserted

into a separate route τk ′ ∈ s, τk ′ 	= τk , if fitness improve-
ment ΔC(s) > 0.

T2 : Customer τkj of route τk ∈ s is swapped with customer
τk ′l of route τk ′ ∈ s, τk ′ 	= τk , if fitness improvement
ΔC(s) > 0.

T3 : A subroute τ̂k = {τk(j+1) , τk(j+2) , . . . , τk(j+μ)} of route
τk ∈ s is swapped with subroute
τ̂k ′ = {τk ′(l+1) , τk ′(l+2) , . . . , τk ′(l+ν )} of route τk ′ ∈
s, τ̂k 	= τ̂k ′ , if fitness improvement ΔC(s) > 0.

T4 : Two shorter routes τk , τk ′ in the current solution are
merged to reduce the number of routes and, thus, the over-
all distance traveled, if fitness improvement ΔC(s) > 0.

T5 : A customer τkj ∈ τk is reinserted after a customer τkl ∈
τk , τkj 	= τkl , if fitness improvement ΔC(s) > 0.

T6 : A customer τkj ∈ τk is joined with a customer τkl ∈
τk , τkl 	= τkj by reversing the visiting order of customers
between τkj and τkl , if fitness improvement ΔC(s) > 0.

A total of 24 different memes can be assembled to form the
meme terminal set from the combinatorial choices made among
the six move operators, two acceptance strategies (first improve-
ment or best improvement), and another two meme search in-
tensity. In the next section, we present a CAMA that takes the

Fig. 5. Move Operators: T4 , T5 , and T6 .

conceptual modeling of memeplex proposed in Section III to
solve CVRPs.

D. Coadapted Memetic Algorithm

The basic steps of the CAMA are outlined in Algorithm 2. The
algorithm starts with the initialization of a population P (t = 0)
of candidate solutions. At each generation, a population of
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offspring is generated using evolutionary search (i.e., crossover
or mutation) and, subsequently, undergoes lifetime learn-
ing defined by memeplex candidate M generated according
to the Adaptive_Memeplex_Generation scheme. The lifetime
learning process coupled with the Credit_Assignment_for_Co-
adapted_Memes scheme, which performs the delayed rewarding
as specified in (5), synchronizes the evolution of memeplexes
according to the state of search. This workflow of the memetic
search proceeds until some stopping conditions are reached, for
example, the predefined maximum number of fitness function
evaluation has elapsed.

V. EMPIRICAL STUDY

In this section, an empirical study of CAMA to solve the
CVRP is presented. Here, a diverse set of CVRP benchmark
classes that differ in size and other characteristics [67], includ-
ing customer distribution, symmetric structure, route-length re-
striction, and vehicle capacity, is considered. The inclusion of
a multitude of VRP benchmarks with wide-ranging characteris-
tics makes it possible to analyze the proposed CAMA. Here, we
briefly describe the benchmark sets employed in our empirical
study.

1) Augerat: This set of benchmarks was proposed by Augerat
et al. [68]. We considered eight well-known Augerat
benchmarks including five random instances from Augerat
set A with node size ranging from 32 to 80 and three
clustered instances from Augerat set B with node size
ranging from 57 to 78.

2) CE: This set of benchmarks was proposed by Christofides
and Eilon [69]. The four benchmark instances are modified
versions of a 76-customer instance that differs in vehicle
capacity.

3) Christofides: This set of benchmarks was proposed by
Christofides et al. [58]. The node size of the problem
instances ranges from 50 to 199 customers. In addition,
seven instances enforce maximum route-length constraint.

4) Golden: This set of benchmarks was proposed by Golden
et al. [70]. The set contains 20 large-scale VRP instances
with customer size ranging from 200 to 483. The large in-
stances are designed to contain highly symmetrical struc-
tures. In instances 1–8, maximum route-length constraint
is applied, and the nodes are located in concentric circles
around the depot.

All the results presented in this section are summaries of
30 independent runs for each VRP instance under a consis-
tent experimental setup. Each run continues until a maximum
of 300 000 fitness evaluations is reached or the solution con-
verged to the best known result in the literature. In each run, the
evolutionary search configurations of the MAs used to solve
the benchmark problems are defined as follows: population
size of 30, crossover probability of pc = 0.5, mutation rate
of pm = 0.5, roulette-wheel selection scheme, and an elitism
size of 2. Student’s t-test with 5% p-threshold significance
level was conducted to assess the statistical significance of the
converged solution quality difference between two algorithms.

Search results are then reported with respect to the following
metrics:

C denotes the best fitness among the converged solutions
on a VRP instance;

C denotes the average fitness of the converged solutions
on a VRP instance;

Cb denotes the best known result of a VRP instance re-
ported in the literature;

gap denotes the minimal percentage fitness deviation from
Cb as given by C−Cb

Cb
× 100%;

gap denotes the average percentage fitness deviation from

Cb as given by C−Cb

Cb
× 100%;

pt p-value denotes the two-tailed t-test difference between
CAMA and the algorithm (5% p-threshold);

pr p-value denotes the right-tailed t-test difference
between CAMA and the algorithm (5% p-threshold).

A. Search Quality and Effectiveness of Coadapted
Memetic Algorithm

To highlight the search efficiency and quality of CAMA, the
results obtained are first pitted against two state-of-the-art adap-
tive MAs, namely, the self-generating memetic algorithm [71]
(SGMA) and multimeme memetic algorithm [35] (MultiMeme)
introduced in the literature, which are re-implemented here in
this study for possible assessment and comparison study.

The relative performances of the algorithms are depicted in
Figs. 6–8, with the y-axis of subfigures (a) and (b) denoting
gap and gap, respectively, and a common x-axis denoting the
VRP instances of interest (detailed tabulated values of perfor-
mance metrics can be found online [72]). It can be observed
that on most problems, both MultiMeme and SGMA exhibits
much larger gaps compared with CAMA, i.e., both the average
and minimum gaps, indicating that CAMA is superior to Mul-
tiMeme MA and SGMA in terms of convergence to solutions
that has fitness qualities that are nearer to both the best known
fitness and average (expected) fitness of each respective VRP
instances. To further validate the observed outcome, both the
two-tailed and one-tailed t-tests are conducted and the detailed
statistical results are presented in Table I. The overall t-test re-
sults obtained confirmed that CAMA produces higher quality
solutions than MultiMeme (exhibiting superiority on 2/3 of the
problem instances considered) and SGMA (superiority on half
of the problem instances considered), outperforming these two
algorithms at 95% confidence level of statistical significance.

Next, we proceed to analyze the success rate of CAMA, Mul-
tiMeme, and SGMA on each of the problem instance tabulated
in Table II. Here, success rate is measured as the percentage of
the 30 independent runs that an algorithm converged to solu-
tion(s) at a precision level of 5% fitness gap of the best known
result. Note that a X symbol in Table II denotes a 100% success
rate on a particular problem instance. It is observed that on the
Augerat, CE, and Christofides benchmarks, all three algorithms
were able to achieve 100% success rate. On the Golden bench-
mark, which composes of large-scale VRP instances, however,
the success rate is noted to drop significantly for MultiMeme
and SGMA, while CAMA is able to maintain a 100% success
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Fig. 6. Minimum and average percentage fitness gaps, gap, gap, across
Augerat & CE benchmarks (empty bars implies zero gap readings). (a) gap
(the fitness gap in percentage between best fitness C and the best known fitness
Cb ). (b) gap (the fitness gap in percentage between average fitness C and the
best known fitness Cb ).

Fig. 7. Minimum and average percentage fitness gaps, gap, gap, across
Christofides benchmarks (empty bars implies zero gap readings). (a) gap (the
fitness gap in percentage between best fitness C and the best known fitness Cb ).
(b) gap (the fitness gap in percentage between average fitness C and the best
known fitness Cb ).

Fig. 8. Minimum and average percentage fitness gaps, gap, gap, across
Golden benchmarks (empty bars implies zero gap readings). (a) gap (the fit-
ness gap in percentage between best fitness C and the best known fitness Cb ).
(b) gap (the fitness gap in percentage between average fitness C and the best
known fitness Cb ).

rate on all problems (with the exception of instance Pb18(300)
only), highlighting that CAMA was able to perform much more
robustly.

B. Computational Cost and Efficiency

In this section, we analyze the computational cost and effi-
ciency of the proposed CAMA to solve CVRP with respect to
adaptive MAs and canonical MA serving as baselines for com-
parison. The computational cost is measured by the average wall
clock time required for an algorithm in converging to solution(s)
at a precision level of 5% fitness gap of the best known result
for an instance.

To understand the impact of the proposed memeplex adapta-
tion on the optimization process, we analyze the wall clock time
for CAMA to converge to fitness within 5% gap, in compari-
son with adaptive MAs including SGMA and MultiMeme. For
most of the problem instances summarized in Figs. 9 and 10,
CAMA takes approximately 0.1 s to converge, except on two
large-scale problems (i.e., c4 and c5) where a few seconds is
incurred. Further, for the sake of conciseness, the detailed sta-
tistical results are provided in [72]. The results in Figs. 9 and 10
also showed that CAMA consistently outperforms SGMA and
MultiMeme in terms of the efficiency measure, indicating that
SGMA and MultiMeme require more time budgets to converge
to solutions of the same quality than CAMA on the represen-
tative VRP benchmark instances of diverse classes. This trend
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TABLE I
COMPARISON AMONG CAMA, SGMA, AND MULTIMEME (t-TEST), (+ )

INDICATES CAMA PERFORMS BETTER STATISTICALLY, IN TERMS OF pt AND pr

TABLE II
SUCCESS RATE OF CAMA, SGMA, AND MULTIMEME (X ≡ 100%)

Fig. 9. Plot of average time required for convergence across Augerat and CE
benchmarks.

is even more prominent on the large-scale problems as summa-
rized in Fig. 11, where CAMA is noted to be more efficient than
SGMA and MultiMeme by a factor of 2 and up to factor 10.

To gauge the computational cost imposed by the pro-
posed memeplex adaptation in stochastic search, we assess the
additional computational cost of CAMA by using the CMMA,
which is a human-expert canonical MA designed to exploit
the prior knowledge about the diverse memes in the lifetime
learning process [66]. In Figs. 9 and 10, which summarized the
results for small-to-medium-scale CVRPs, the computational
cost of CAMA closely matches that of the CMMA, with only
slight differences in the scale of 0.01 s. On the large-scale prob-
lems depicted in Fig. 11, the computational cost of CAMA
also closely matches that of CMMA, trailing behind by 1–10 s.
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Fig. 10. Plot of average time required for convergence across Christofides
benchmarks.

Fig. 11. Plot of average time required for convergence across Golden
benchmarks.

Fig. 12. Minimum and Average percentage fitness gaps, gap, gap, across
Augerat and CE benchmarks. (a) Minimum fitness gap. (b) Average fitness
gap.

Fig. 13. Minimum percentage fitness gaps, gap, across Christofides bench-
marks (c1 and c12 omitted due to their insignificant performance).

Notably, CAMA appears to take less time to converge, as ob-
served on several large-scale problems (e.g., Pb18 with 300
customers, Pb19 with 360 customers, and Pb20 with 420 cus-
tomers).

C. Coadapted Memetic Algorithm Against Other Recent State-
of-the-Art Metaheuristics Algorithms in the Literature

In this section, further comparative studies of the CAMA
to recent advanced metaheuristics are provided. In particular,
we pit CAMA against six categories of metaheuristics search
algorithms that are previously developed to solve VRPs, which
range from 1) adaptive MAs, 2) VRP domain-specific MA, 3)
SA, 4) TS, and 5) Genetic algorithms to 6) VRP domain-specific
local search as candidate stochastic search, on their respective
set of benchmarks considered. In particular, CAMA is pitted
against GVR1, GVR2, GVR3, and GVR4 on the Augerat and CE
benchmarks, BB, BR, CGL, GHL, GTS, OS, RR, and WH on the
Christofides benchmarks, and BR, GTS, RTR, SEEA, and XK on
the Golden benchmarks. Overall, a total of 15 stochastic search
algorithms are used as baselines for comparison in this study.

SEEA MA proposed in [63] that uses specialized splitting
procedure in place of trip delimiters.

BB Coevolved hybrid genetic algorithm proposed in
[65].

OS Metastrategy SA algorithm proposed in [59].
GHL TabuRoute proposed in [61].
CGL TS proposed in [73].
GTS Granular TS proposed in [74].
RR Parallel TS algorithm using ejection chain proposed

in [75].
BR Boneroute MA proposed in [76].
XK Xu and Kelly TS proposed in [77].
GVRx Genetic algorithm with GVR proposed in [62]

(x=1,2,3,4).
RTR Record-to-record algorithm proposed in [70].
WH Repeated matching heuristic proposed in [78].
The results reported and published by the respective algo-

rithms considered are summarized in Figs. 12–14 (detailed
tabulated values of performance metrics can be found on-
line [72]). Fig. 12 depicts the plots of gap and gap, while
in Figs. 13 and 14, the minimum fitness gap is reported.
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Fig. 14. Minimum percentage fitness gaps, gap, across Golden benchmarks.
(a) Problem instances 1–8. (b) Problem instances 9–14. (c) Problem Instances
15–20.

It is observed that CAMA achieved performances that are
superior to most of the existing stochastic search algorithms
considered, in terms of both the best and average results, in-
dicating that CAMA is able to produce both high quality and
robust performance. It is notable that the reason behind the dif-
fering VRP benchmarks and performance metrics used when
comparing CAMA with the respective advanced metaheuristics
considered is a result of the different problem set(s) considered
by the respective published works. Furthermore, for the sake
of fair comparison, we used the same performance metrics re-
ported by earlier works when assessing the CAMA against the
respective advanced metaheuristics considered. It is worth high-
lighting here that from the best of our knowledge, none of the ad-
vanced metaheuristics has taken up the challenge of attempting

to solve the plethora of diverse VRP benchmarks that we have
considered in this study.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a conceptual modeling of meme complexes
in search as a set of coadapted memes has been introduced. In
particular, the proposed memeplex representation, credit assign-
ment criteria for meme coadaptation, and the role of emergent
memeplexes in the lifetime learning process of an MA have been
described in great detail. Subsequently, the CAMA as a mani-
festation of the proposed conceptual modeling of memeplexes
to solve CVRPs of diverse characteristics is then proposed and
studied empirically on four sets of VRP benchmarks with di-
verse characteristics. Results obtained on the VRP benchmarks
demonstrated that CAMA not only produced higher quality so-
lutions compared with MultiMeme on 2/3 of the problem in-
stances, but also superior to SGMA on half of the problem
instances considered at 95% confidence level of statistical sig-
nificance. In terms of scalability, on the Golden benchmark
that contains many large-scale VRP instances, CAMA also dis-
played a near 100% success rate, in contrast with MultiMeme
and SGMA where significant degradation in the success rate
is observed. Last but not least, in terms of wall clock time for
solution convergence, CAMA is noted to be more efficient than
SGMA and MultiMeme and closely matches the performances
of an MA that was designed using prior knowledge derived
from human experts on specialized problems. In summary, the
conceptual modeling of meme complexes in search, through
the CAMA to solve on a plethora of VRPs, is shown to be ca-
pable of attaining high quality and efficient performance more
robustly when assessed against several recent adaptive MAs and
human-designed state-of-the-art advanced metaheuristics.
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